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Abstract

Countries are following three options for management of spent fuel from nuclear power plants:
reprocess-recycle, direct disposal, and "wait and see". France has adopted the reprocess-recycle strategy for
managing its spent fuel, which has created a stable environment for Electricite de France to plan its spent fuel
management. However, the French government is planning to debate its spent fuel management strategy and may
choose a different direction. A number of factors affecting the choice of spent fuel management strategy are
discussed and the benefits of maintaining the status quo from the point of view of the nuclear utility are
explained.

1. HISTORICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The nuclear fuel-cycle is primarily characterised by delays. If you simply consider the chain
of industrial operations, a fact is that about ten years elapse between uranium extraction and the
evacuation of used fuel from cooling pools at reactor site. That period of time will be at least
doubled,if that used fuel is reprocessed and recovered fissile materials recycled. If direct disposal is
chosen, some more decades must be added as well as for deep disposal of waste. Moreover any fuel-
cycle facility needs at least seven years to be built as far as administrative constraints interfere.

In such a matter, any decision will take time to be implemented and has effects and
consequences over a long period of time. Defining a fuel-cycle back-end needs to be studied in the
prospect of an estimated future situation and not only by considering conditions prevailing at the
moment of the decision.

Further, large amounts of money are generally involved. Fuel-cycle investments require long
pay-off terms contributing to some irreversibility of the selected strategy. Therefore, later changes in
strategy may lead to important stranded costs. As far as the fuel-cycle is concerned, any discontinuity
in terms of management may cause significant financial losses.

Policies concerning the fuel-cycle back-end must be carefully defined, taking the long term
into account over several decades including possible reversibility parameters allowing, if necessary,
minimized consequences of changes resulting from the evolution of techniques, economics or
regulations.

Obviously, the experience gained during the past twenty years makes us aware of realities
which were not perceived as such in the past at the very beginning of nuclear electricity production
development.

Thanks to a long lasting attitude of the French Government concerning nuclear energy,
maintaining reprocessing-recycling as a national policy for more than thirty-five years,
ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE (EDF) had the benefit of operating used fuel management in a very
stable context.

But unfortunately, having a clear strategy, and keeping a good continuity of national options
does not protect from global change, for example, variations of the uranium market or growing public



concern related to the environment and nuclear waste long term effects. Therefore, the French
reprocessing-recycling strategy had to be reassessed and its justification changed from the mid 80's.

Initially, the reprocessing-recycling strategy was developped to preserve natural resources.
The prospect for nuclear energy growth was important and natural uranium availability considered as
being limited in that context. The breeder reactors, permitting use of the isotope 238 of uranium,
offered an opportunity to increase notably the energy potential of nuclear materials (the factor 50 was
commonly indicated in the 70's).

Three main factors took place for changing the global perception of uranium availability.
Taking into account the envisaged growing needs for uranium ore, new deposits were investigated,
discovered and new mines opened. Almost simultaneously the potential risk linked to the use of
fission was settling in the public opinion due to major events such as Three Mile Island and
Tchernobyl (1986). The building of new nuclear plants was consequently postponed or canceled in
several countries, limiting the need for fresh fuel and uranium. As a third factor, increasing
difficulties in the economy of developed countries led to an important reduction of the energy demand
growth and a reduction of natural uranium needs, further enhanced by the prospect of highly enriched
uranium (HEU) availability for civil use.

All these conditions induced an important drop of the uranium price on the market. The
economic and strategic interest in breeder reactors was consequently modified to decide, in France,
that any development of this type of reactor was no longer justified. Nevertheless it was considered
that eventual future changes could occur concerning the energy market due to various parameters such
as resumption of economic activity or new perception of use or availability of fossil fuels or
renewable energies. Such factors could influence countries like France where the lack of natural
energy resources requires a close vigilance. The existing industrial facilities for the fuel-cycle back-
end permitted plutonium recycling in PWRs with mixed oxide (MOX) fuel. That solution is well
adapted to the preservation of improved techniques, of the corresponding investments and
employment. Moreover, it preserves the possibility to cope with eventual future major changes in that
use of MOX fuel can be considered as a productive storage of plutonium.

More recently, the French Government decided to definitely stop CREYS MALVILLE
1200 MW(e) breeder reactor. That purely political decision leads to some increase of the separated
plutonium stockpile since about 1 t/year of plutonium separated at LA HAGUE reprocessing plant
was planned to be used for the corresponding fuel fabrication. The balance between separation and
use of the plutonium had then to be revised by increasing the quantity of MOX fuel to be fabricated
since the reprocessing planning could not be modified in the short term without financial penalties for
EDF.

2. MAIN PRINCIPLES APPLIED FOR THE FRENCH FUEL-CYCLE
BACK-END MANAGEMENT

Nuclear power plants produce irradiated fuel. The management of irradiated assemblies is of
major concern for all utilities. The possible solutions depend on national options for the fuel-cycle
back-end. Globally, three types of solutions can be envisaged: reprocessing (and recycling), direct
disposal, and provisional storage (waiting for a future definitive solution). In any case, provisional
storage of the used fuel assemblies is necessary at the reactor site or in national facilities.

Up to now, and in spite of numerous projects, no deep disposal exists in the world. It is
obviously the case in France. Solutions for spent fuel storage are developed everywhere in order to
permit reactors operation. The means which are implemented cover a large range of various technical
answers: reracking, rod-consolidation, dry storage (casks, vault) new pools, etc. The choice between
possible solutions is made in each country on the basis of economics and then adapted to local
conditions.



EDF is currently producing about 1200t of irradiated fuel every year (2400 fuel assemblies) and
was obliged to define an industrial operation strategy. All the above solutions were examined
considering that it was impossible to exclude a future in which reprocessing could be considered in
France as an alternative to other back-end policy.

Reprocessing-recycling requires management of four main categories of items: waste,
plutonium, reprocessed uranium, and spent fuel. The operations adopted for them are described
below.

2.1. Waste management

The separation of the various components of the used fuel permits the processor to give each
of them more convenient conditioning for long term storage. The low and medium waste (free of long
lived elements) are disposed in a surface disposal where, within 300 years their radioactivity will be
negligible.

High level and long-lived waste represent a limited volume to store up to the time when their
thermal decay will permit them to be disposed in a geological repository.

At LA HAGUE reprocessing facility, wastes are safely stored, waiting for opening of the
disposal site and specification of overpacks adapted to the geological environment.

2.2. Plutonium management

Plutonium recycling has been implemented in France since 1987. Seventeen reactors are now
using MOX fuel and more than 1000 MOX fuel assemblies have been loaded.

EDF's objective is to adapt the EDF separated plutonium production to the possibilities of
recycling. That adaptation must permit to limit the Americium content of the fissile materials to
satisfy the requirements of the fuel fabrication plant while maintaining a sufficient quantity available
to cope with any temporary problem in the reprocessing plant.

It was important to define the maximum quantity of plutonium which can be separated every
year taking into account the interest of fabricating a unique type of fuel assembly. Among the 34
reactors (900MW(e)-PWR), 16 were authorized since their first start for plutonium use and 12 more
have identical designs, permitting EDF to ask for recycling authorisation by implementing only
administratives procedures. That action has been launched and 20 reactors are now authorized and the
requests are pending for the 8 remaining. Analysing the reloading program of these reactors, requires
consideration of the grid needs and maintenance program.

The operation of the MOX fuel fabrication plant is continuous except for the annual
maintenance shut down. There is no perfect balance between deliveries and reactor needs to minimize
the fresh fuel storage at the fabrication plant and at reactors.

We caculate that the number of reactors opened to MOX fuel must exceed by about 25% the
number of reloads which can be introduced during one year. For the present core management scheme
which associates enriched uranium fuel with a 3.7% enrichment and MOX equivalent to a 3.25%
enrichment, 20 reactors are necessary. In the future core management scheme in which MOX will
have an energy potential similar to uranium fuel, 24 reactors will be necessary. This results in
reducing the number of fuel assemblies contained in one reload from 16 to 12 while maintaining the
total number of fuel assemblies fabricated each year to the present fuel fabrication plant capacity (
about 100 t/year HM). We consider presently that it will not be judicious to extend the MOX fuel
fabrication capacity for EDF needs since we do not have a better perception of the future.



As a consequence the reprocessing program is fixed around 850 t/year for the years to come.
A sophisticated computerized program has been developed for the plutonium management. It permits
us to choose the fuel assemblies to be reprocessed among the reprocessible ones. Existing and
potential Americium content are taken into account as well as the energy content (depending on the
isotopic composition linked to the fuel burnup and the cooling time). A certain homogeneity of
batches delivered for one defined fuel fabrication campaign is looked for as well, to obtain an easy
homogeneization of the PuO2 powder.

2.3. Reprocessed uranium management

The quantity of reprocessed uranium produced yearly is roughly equal to the quantity of
dissolved used fuel. Used fuel contains isotope 235 of uranium with a residual enrichment. It
represents an energy potential which could be useful depending on future uranium needs and
economic conditions. As a result of our analysis it has been decided to industrially verify the
feasibility of reprocessed uranium (REPU) recycling. Conversion, enrichment, fabrication and use in
reactors were then launched in order to introduce the first 8 assemblies at the end of 1986. Since then
two complete reloads were used every year giving a good experience concerning feasibility as well as
economics.

Currently, 300t of the 85 Ot of REPU available each year are recycled. The balance is
converted under the form of U3O8 which is easily stored and could be recovered for use if necessary.

EDF has no plan to extend the REPU recycling in the years to come taking into account the
low price of uranium which gives little economic interest to such a development.

2.4. Used fuel management

The 58 French PWRs use only two types of fuel assemblies which only differ by their length.
This parameter is a fundamental one since it gives a large advantage to any national solution.

We can only consider presently solutions which keep reprocessing possible. In that respect,
our analysis gives a large advantage to wet storage since it implies the guaranty of a good integrity of
the used fuel during several decades and permits an easy supervision of its behaviour. Moreover, if
any problem occured later concerning the fuel integrity, we are convinced that we should have time to
react.

The studies concerning re-racking and constructing a centralized national storage pool led us
to opt for that second solution on the basis of our criteria. We then examined the siting conditions of
such a large pool and concluded that an optimum will result in building such a facility as close as
possible to the reprocessing plant.

Since we maintain the reprocessing of about 850 t/year, the used fuel inventory increases only
by some 600 assemblies per year. The existing pools at the reprocessing plant provide sufficient
storage capacity to avoid any new pool construction in the short term and give us sufficient time to
decide on another solution in the case of an eventual banishment of reprocessing.

Another advantage for EDF to gather the used fuel assemblies in the same pool is to permit
the choice of which fuel assemblies are reprocessed in order to optimize the characteristics of the
separated plutonium.

2.5. General considerations

We consider at present that reprocessing is, in the EDF strategy, a means which permits us to
master the total inventory of used fuel produced by our reactors. The portion of the used fuel being



reprocessed is fixed by plutonium recycling possibilities, i.e. authorized reactors and MOX fuel
fabrication facilities. Increasing the present ratio of reprocessing will lead to developing the MOX
fuel fabrication capacity and increase the risk of new investments when national decisions are taken
within six years.

Existing improved techniques and facilities are operated and constitute a homogeneous
solution for the fuel-cycle in France. It permits EDF to manage the back-end economically waiting for
future developments.

3. EVOLUTIONS

The principles described above already contain the basis of a prudent short term fuel
management strategy. The French Government decided to launch a complete investigation of all the
aspects of nuclear energy, and especially those concerning the fuel-cycle back-end in the year 1991. A
first concern was to investigate the EDF strategy and to know the reasons underlying the adopted
principles.

An extended study was made by the main actors of nuclear energy in France to investigate
various nuclear futures. Among the different scenarios covered by the study, the possibility to move
from one to another were examined, permitting the evaluation of the eventual flexibilities existing for
future evolutions. It has been established that the present (and past) operations could not jeopardize
eventual further developments. That conclusion was submitted to the Government representatives and
recognised as valid.

But, the far future has to be investigated to answer the questions linked to the long term
effects of long-lived waste and define adequate solutions for their disposal. This is the purpose of the
December 30, 1991 Law. Three main subjects have to be studied in order to prepare the necessary
arguments permitting the French Government in the year 2006 to debate the various options
concerning the fuel-cycle back-end and decide the best policy to be implemented. The three subjects
are:

• Solutions for separation and transmutation of long-lived radioactive elements contained in
waste,

• Possibilities of storage (reversible or not) in deep geological structures; Underground
laboratories have to be constructed,

• Solutions for packaging and provisional long term storage of waste.

A national Commission of Evaluation has been created to follow the realisation of various
studies. The experts which form that Commission report to the Parliament and are in charge of
establishing for 2006 a final report on the subject including a proposal for a Law concerning the
decisions to be taken. For almost eight years, research has been conducted by the French
Commissariat a PEnergie Atomique and ANDRA (the national agency for waste disposal) with the
concourse of main concerned industrial companies and scientific bodies. Existing available foreign
studies are examined and the research program is launched under the supervision of the Commission.
EDF is deeply involved in the program. It has to finance a large portion of ANDRA's studies and
wants to be involved in the economic aspects of technical options in order to be able to express in due
time its opinion concerning their impact on electricity production cost.

For the time being no future orientation has been emerging and it is difficult to imagine the
state of completion of the studies in 2006. The decision for the realisation of one deep laboratory has
only been taken this year and the first experiments could be envisaged from 2003 as the best estimate.
The site is situated in clay and ANDRA is committed to look for the possibility of opening another
one in a granite structure for which no site has been defined yet. This year the Government has also



extended the scope of the law, asking for the study of the 'subsurface' solution giving special
emphasis to retrievability.

4. CONCLUSION

No clear direction is presently emerging, and the future debate seems to be difficult absent
some progress or change in the international situation before the debate takes place. The choice
between status quo or major national policy change looks rather open. Such uncertainty gives EDF
numerous good reasons to maintain the present strategy.

Reprocessing-recycling, as presently implemented permits any future national policy change
while maintaining existing industrial tools. The fuel cycle facilities operate mature technologies
which gain improvements steadily in performance and economics. The spent fuel inventory is
managed routinely and the plutonium fuel is in common use by plants operators. The existing
investment is profitably operated and employment maintained, preserving a useful resource if future
decisions lead to continuing or expanding the reprocessing-recycling route.


